ST & AL Annex 1

Competition Rules changes AL & ST 2022

1. 4.2. Order of jumping

4.2.1. The order of jumping in the first Accuracy Landing round will be determined by reverse order of placing, separately for men and women, based on final results of National team Accuracy Landing during the last World / Continental Championship. National teams which are not covered by this procedure will jump at the beginning of the first round, with order determined by draw, at the discretion of the Meet Director. Individually, not taking part in the team event, will be gathered in “mixed groups” determined properly by the Meet Director and will jump at the end of the round, in order determined by draw. In all other rounds, the jump order will be in the reversed rank of the last completed round.

In all other rounds, the jump order for National Teams will be in the reversed rank of the last completed round, mixed groups at the end of the round.

Rational

National Teams (4/5 members) from 1000 m.

Mixed groups are individually jumpers who can jump from 700 m.

2. § 6.1.1.2

A video viewing system may will be used for all competition jumps (for example: tablet with slow motion) at the discretion of the event / chief judge for any decision found necessary. This decision is not ground for protest.

The French Delegate does not agree with the wording of the paragraph.

3. § 7.2.1. Team Accuracy Landing

The event consists of 8 rounds. The minimum number of rounds for a valid event is 5.

A junior male/female competitor may be a part of a National team only for team accuracy.

Rational

See paragraph 7.3 and following!

4. § 7.2.2 Individuell Accuracy Landing:

Individual Accuracy Landing: The event consists of 8 rounds plus a semi - final and final round. The scores for the first 8 rounds are those obtained in the Team Accuracy Landing event. The minimum number of rounds for a valid event is 5.

a) The top 30 male/junior and 15 female/junior competitors after round 8 continue into the semi-final.

b) The top 10 junior male and 8 juniors female competitors after the round 8 continue into the semi-final.
c) The top 15 male and the 8 female competitors, placed in round 9 (semi-final) qualify for the final round.

The top 8 juniors and the 6 junior female competitors, placed in round 9 (semi-final) qualify for the final round.

e) If adverse weather conditions dictate, and there is insufficient time to complete all rounds (after the minimum number has been completed), the Meet Director, in consultation with the Chief Judge, may decide in the interest of the event, to move straight into the final round with the top 15 male/8 female including the male/female junior and the (8 male/6 female junior) competitors.

If juniors are in the semi-final and/or final round, the jump will count also for juniors ranking.

Rational

If men and juniors as well as women and juniors are on the result list for men and female, we don’t need a semifinal and finale for the juniors.

5.§ 7.3 Composition of Delegation

Each delegation may be comprised of:

1 Head of Delegation
1 Team Manager
1 Team Coach
1 Interpreter
1 Men's Team (male/juniors)
1 Women's Team (female/juniors)

2 additional Junior male competitors
2 additional Junior female competitors

7.3.1. Where a nation does not choose to enter a team event, it can enter up to 5 male and 5 female competitors in the Freefall Style and/or Accuracy Landing event.

7.3.2. Each Nation may send judges and trainee judges as decided by the IPC Accompanying persons.

7.3.3. Junior competitors who are part of their male or female Accuracy Landing team may choose to be ranked in the individual classification (AL, ST, individual overall) as a Junior or Senior. This must be clear indicated on the final entry form.

7.3.3 Junior competitors who are a part of their male or female Accuracy Landing Team will also be ranked in the junior classification. All Juniors are ranked in individual male/female classification (AL, ST, individual overall)

Rational

This makes it clear, that a nation may send up to seven (7) juniors of each gender in total.

All are ranked in the male/female event and in addition as juniors in line of the competitors wish after the Mondial in Kemerevo!